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Building an annotated corpus of web pages >

Background

� The corpus was constructed as a means of testing an experimental

hypothesis:  

Are certain types of search tasks made easier and/or perceived as more useful 

when search results are organized by genre (as opposed to topic)?

� The corpus is therefore designed chiefly to provide maximum control 

for our experiment
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Background

� The corpus was constructed as a means of testing an experimental

hypothesis:  

Are certain types of search tasks made easier and/or perceived as more useful 

when search results are organized by genre (as opposed to topic)?

� The corpus is therefore designed chiefly to provide maximum control 

for our experiment…

----------<THE EXPERIMENT (PHASE 2)>-------------------------------------------------------------

� Each participant performs 14 search tasks in sequence (2 are ‘warm-up’ tasks)

� e.g., Find a page that mentions how Google supports and/or promotes plagiarism

� For each search task, the participant is asked to find a web page that provides a 

satisfactory answer to a question

� The participant navigates through either a genre- or topic-based directory to locate 

one of several ‘answer’ pages
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Building an annotated corpus of web pages >

Descriptive information

� ~2,800 total annotated web pages (~200 per search task)

� Clusty.com search results for 14 different queries

� Files collected:  HTML; image files; CSS

� Also collected:  (i) search-result surrogate information for each harvested 

page and (ii) the Clusty.com topical (clustered) directory for each query/task

� Stored in a relational database (MySQL)

Building an annotated corpus of web pages > 

The annotation process, part 1

� Initial intent was to use results from Phase 1 study for Phase 2 experiment 

� Phase 1 study

� 54 participants from 3 domains (primary education, aerospace engineering 

and print journalism) were asked to conduct a web search as part of their job

�While searching they were asked to ‘think aloud’

� In the debriefing that followed the search, each page was revisited (in order) 

and participants were asked to indicate each page’s ‘type’

� Sessions were transcribed and transcriptions were coded

� The coding process identified 614 unique ‘genre’ terms

� The best laid plans… Phase 1 data (i.e., participants’ genre terms) not good 

enough to use for Phase 2 without substantial augmentation from research team

� People clearly think in genre terms, but articulating genre labels is a much 

different matter
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Building an annotated corpus of web pages > 

The annotation process, part 2

� Plan B… First consult the list of genres from Phase 1, but where no term on 

the list seems to apply, the analyst draws on his, er, knowledge and expertise

� Outgoing ‘link pages’ > directories

� Pages with a set of links to internal documents > indexes

� Many pages seem more obvious…

� Print genres (e.g., abstracts, announcements, articles, bibliographies, 

biographies, books, briefs, bulletins, calendars, columns, discographies, 

editorials, essays…)

� Self-labeled genres (e.g., ‘about us’, ‘contact us’, ‘404 not found’, discussion 

forums, FAQs, galleries, legal documents, schedules, site maps, tables of 

contents, ‘terms and conditions’)

� Some of the more institutionalized web genres (e.g., account creation 

pages, blogs (blog posts versus blog homepages?), form pages, homepages, 

login pages, map pages, redirect pages, search pages, search results pages, 

site maps, ‘splash’ pages, ‘under construction’ pages, age-verification pages)

Building an annotated corpus of web pages > 

The annotation process, part 3

�…but many pages are much less obvious

� Many of these are the ones that the participants (Phase 1) had the most 

trouble with:  ‘information pages’, ‘resource pages’, ‘content pages’, etc.

� Some of these were coded as:  articles, columns, ‘description pages’, 

essays, guides (e.g., event guide), news stories, reports, reviews

� ‘Commercial pages’ need work (catalogs, advertisements, product 

purchase pages, product specification pages … ‘shopping cart’ pages aren’t 

revealed through search results though)

� Process was highly iterative

� Pages were annotated at the lowest level of granularity (e.g., directory of 

articles; directory of blogs; directory of books) to allow for flexibility in taxonomy 

construction

� 116 first-level genres + 176 second-level genres = 292 total unique genres

� Most of our coding decisions were made to maintain symmetry with 

Clusty.com
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Genre Hierarchy for Phase 2 

Experiment:  An Excerpt

Building an annotated corpus of web pages > 

The annotation process, part 4

� Other thoughts on the annotation process

� It takes a looooooong time to annotate 2,800 web pages

� Can’t escape the fact that what’s being tested is a directory built by 

one person, though who knows if one built by 3 people (with inter-coder 

reliability) would prove more useful

� Nevertheless, we still strongly believe that a hierarchy 

developed by an ‘expert’ is more useful than one developed 

by 54 ‘disconnected’ lay users

� A community-based genre directory (web 2.0-style) might prove 

most useful; after all, some communities build topic-based directories 

to facilitate IR (music-sharing forums come to mind)
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Building an annotated corpus of web pages > 

The annotation process, part 5

� Thoughts on the annotation process, continued

� There are many equivalent or near-equivalent terms for the same 

web page (e.g., ‘instruction pages’, ‘how-to pages’, tutorials)

� Most web pages can be coded as manifesting two or more genres

� Some web pages even contain nested genres or two or more 

genres presented sequentially; i.e., one after the other

� Some of the most difficult pages to classify, IMO, are those that 

appear to be the most amateur

Anticipated publications

� Book chapter that explores intended and realized purposes of web pages (will 

make use of Phase 1 and 2 data)

� Journal article on differences across teachers, engineers and journalists in 

terms of genre articulation (JASIST?)

� Journal article on Phase 2 results and findings

� Other collaborative opportunities?

But first…

We must actually conduct Phase 2 experiments in Fall 2007!

Thanks for listening!  QUESTIONS???


